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The National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) has undergone a major upgrade, and the NSTX Upgrade (NSTX-U) Project was completed in the summer of 2015. NSTX-U first plasma was subsequently achieved, diagnostic and control systems have been commissioned, the H-mode accessed, magnetic error fields identified and mitigated, and the first physics research campaign carried out. During ten run weeks of operation, NSTX-U surpassed NSTX record pulse-durations and toroidal fields (TF), and high-performance ~1 MA H-mode plasmas comparable to the best of NSTX have been sustained near and slightly above the n = 1 no-wall stability limit and with H-mode confinement multiplier H98y,2 above 1. Transport and turbulence studies in L-mode plasmas have identified the coexistence of at least two ion-gyro-scale turbulent micro-instabilities near the same radial location but propagating in opposite (i.e. ion and electron diamagnetic) directions. These modes have the characteristics of ion-temperature gradient and micro-tearing modes, respectively, and the role of these modes in contributing to thermal transport is under active investigation. The new second more tangential neutral beam injection was observed to significantly modify the stability of two types of Alfven eigenmodes. Improvements in offline disruption forecasting were made in the areas of identification of rotating MHD modes and other macroscopic instabilities using the disruption event characterization and forecasting code. Lastly, the materials analysis and particle probe was utilized on NSTX-U for the first time and enabled assessments of the correlation between boronized wall conditions and plasma performance. These and other highlights from the first run campaign of NSTX-U are described.
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operating near and slightly above the $n = 1$ no-wall stability limit were also developed.

Figure 2 shows comparisons of NSTX (black) and NSTX-U (red) L-mode plasmas each heated with 1 MW of NBI heating. The NSTX plasma had a flat-top line-average density of $2.4 \times 10^{19} \text{ m}^{-3}$ versus $1.6 \times 10^{19} \text{ m}^{-3}$ for the NSTX-U plasma, and the $T_e(0)$ values for the NSTX and NSTX-U plasmas were 0.7–0.8 keV and 1.4–1.5 keV, respectively. Both the NSTX and NSTX-U plasmas reach their respective ohmic solenoid current limits at the end of the plasma current flat-top. The significantly larger (factor of 3) ohmic solenoid flux available in NSTX-U combined with higher $T_e$ and 50% higher $T_F$ at fixed major radius resulted in a factor of 5 increase in L-mode flat-top pulse duration. For reference, the vacuum TF at the plasma geometric centers for the NSTX ($R_0 = 0.86 \text{ m}$) and NSTX-U ($R_0 = 0.94 \text{ m}$) plasmas are 0.44 T and 0.63 T, respectively. Reproducible saw-toothing plasmas were achieved in NSTX-U for the first time, and this enabled new studies of tearing-mode stability and triggering not previously accessible in NSTX. Figure 2 also shows plasma current sustained past $t = 2.0 \text{s}$, and this plasma duration exceeds the record pulse duration achieved in NSTX in any confinement regime (L-mode or H-mode) and any heating power. Further, figure 2 also shows a TF of 0.59 T (at a reference $R_0 = 1 \text{ m}$) sustained with a flat-top exceeding 2 s, and this TF exceeds the maximum field achievable on NSTX ($0.55/0.48 \text{ T at } R_0 = 0.86/1.0 \text{ m}$) for a factor three times longer than in NSTX. Thus, in a single plasma discharge, figure 2 shows TF and flat-top and plasma pulse duration simultaneously, exceeding the highest values achieved in NSTX [8]. The TF shown in figure 2 also represents the maximum TF used during the first NSTX-U run campaign.

While H-mode access was obtained rapidly in NSTX-U (within the first two weeks of post-bake-out operation), long-pulse H-mode operation required significantly more development than the relatively rapid L-mode development described above. Critical elements of MHD-stable long-pulse H-mode operation with boronization on NSTX and NSTX-U include sufficient heating power to sustain regular ELMs, adequate EF correction, and the utilization of early H-mode access, i.e. H-mode access during the plasma current ramp-up [9].

Such early H-mode access plays an important role in increasing the plasma temperature and the off-axis bootstrap current—both of which slow the current penetration, significantly lower the plasma internal inductance $l_i$ [10], allow increased early elongation, and help maintain an elevated safety factor profile in the plasma core. As shown in figure 3(a), the achieved flat-top elongation at the time of maximum stored energy in NSTX-U approaches or matches values achieved in NSTX for both higher inductance ($l_i > 1$) L-modes and intermediate inductance ($l_i \geq 0.7–1$) H-modes. Improvements to the plasma vertical position detection for NSTX-U have facilitated access to comparable maximum elongation $\kappa$ values.
despite the increased aspect ratio of NSTX-U relative to NSTX. Figures 3(b) and (c) show equilibrium reconstructions of representative L-mode and H-mode plasmas. As H-mode was accessed progressively earlier, lower $l_i$ values could be sustained and higher $\kappa$ stably achieved. However, while $\kappa$ up to 2.3–2.4 was achieved at $l_i \sim 0.7$ in NSTX-U and $l_i$ values as low as 0.5–0.55 were beginning to be accessed, insufficient run time was available (due to the divertor PF coil failure) to optimize the ramp-up and increase $\kappa$ above 2.0 at the lowest $l_i$ values. Accessing earlier H-mode and high $\kappa = 2.5$–2.8 at $l_i < 0.6$ is high-priority for future NSTX-U run campaigns since for both NSTX and NSTX-U high-$\kappa$ scenarios, lack of early H-mode access often resulted in triggering $m/n = 2/1$ tearing modes that could slow and lock if intrinsic EFs were too high.

Figure 4 shows a sample of the progression of H-mode plasma scenarios obtained in NSTX-U. As is evident in figure 4, the early H-mode plasma shot 204118 sustained a plasma current flat-top of 1 MA lasting until $t = 1.25$ s which matches the best-performance 1 MA plasmas obtained in NSTX. The maximum plasma current and length of discharge steadily increased through the run as the available neutral beam power and reliability increased and earlier H-mode access was achieved by improvements in the control of vertical position, X-point location, and the inner gap evolution which facilitated earlier achievement of diverted plasmas with higher elongation during both the current ramp-up and flat-top. Progressively improved correction of EFs as described in section 3.3 also assisted in the avoidance of deleterious MHD instabilities. For example, the stored energy decrease in shot 204118 starting near $t = 0.7$ s as shown in figure 4(d) is due to the onset of a core $n = 1$ mode which would otherwise lock and disrupt the plasma with prior less-optimized EF correction.

Figure 5 shows that NSTX-U has re-established flat-top periods (yellow band) with weak/no low-$n$ modes, ITER H-mode confinement enhancement factor $H_{98,y} > 1$, and operating at or above the estimated $n = 1$ kink no-wall stability limit [11] even without active $n = 1$ feedback control. Such plasma scenarios are very suitable for follow-on studies of H-mode transport and stability. Future experiments will advance the neutral beam heating, plasma shape control, and EF correction to the levels needed to increase the NSTX-U plasma current up to 1.5–2.0 MA at an on-axis TF of 0.75–1 T.

NSTX-U also made significant progress in 2015–16 toward identifying impending disruptions and in ramping down the plasma when disruptions can no longer be avoided. Key to this progress was the implementation of a new ‘Shutdown State Machine’ in the plasma control system (PCS).
are several motivations for implementing such a system. First, the largest forces on the coils and support structures in NSTX often occurred during transients while trying to control a disruption. By accepting that the plasma is disrupting and attempting instead to control it rapidly to zero current, these transient loads can be reduced. Second, the development of plasma shutdown methods, both during normal operations and during off-normal events, is critical for the ultimate development of ITER and future high-current tokamak/ST devices where large disruption forces must be reduced or mitigated.

This shutdown code is based on the ‘state machine’ formalism as shown in figure 6. In this system, the plasma is initiated in the SS = 0 state for ramp-up and flat-top control. There are two terminal states: SS = 3 occurs when the ohmic heating (OH) solenoid current has exceeded a final threshold, which implies an imminent loss of OH current control and therefore plasma current control, while SS = 4 corresponds to the case where the plasma current has vanished (either due to being ramped down or a disruption). In either of these terminal states, all gas injection is stopped, the neutral beams are turned off, and all coil currents are returned to zero. In between the two terminal states and the initial SS = 0 state reside the two plasma ramp-down sequences. SS = 1 contains a slow ramp-down, which is intended to be entered when the plasma is in a normal state. Only (i) an operator waveform, (ii) the OH current dropping beneath an initial threshold, or (iii) the OH coil approaching an \( \dot{\beta} \) limit could drive this transition. The SS = 2 fast ramp-down state, on the other hand, is intended to cover cases where the plasma has entered an unhealthy state, and needs to be quickly ramped down. The code allows transitions to the fast ramp-down state when any of the following occur: large \( n = 1 \) modes are detected, excessive vertical motion is detected, the fractional plasma current error exceeds a threshold, or the plasma current drops beneath a threshold.

The shutdown handling mechanism has also been used for the controlled shutdown of healthy discharges, as shown in figure 7. These plasmas are 600 kA diverted L-modes heated with 1 MW of neutral beam power. At \( t = 1.5 \) s, the shutdown is initiated by a pre-programmed switch to the slow ramp-down state, and a long ramp-down of the plasma current is initiated. The NBI power transitions from steady to pre-programmed modulation. The stored energy (\( W_{\text{MHD}} \)) decreases at the same time due to beam power and plasma current reduction. The plasma is limited on the center column during the early phase of the ramp-down, as evidenced by the drop in elongation, and the shape is held approximately constant. The density drops throughout the ramp-down, driven again by the loss of beam fueling, lack of gas fueling, and reduction in plasma current, and this enables a roughly constant Greenwald fraction through the ramp-down. The EF correction current (i.e. proportional to PF5 vertical field coil current) and phase found optimal for the plasma current flat-top was also used during the plasma current ramp-down. These ramp-downs were used on the majority of L-mode shots in the later part of the run.

3. Research highlights by topical science area

3.1. Energetic particles

The new and more tangential second NBI of NSTX-U has already rapidly yielded important new results for Alfvén eigenmode [12] stability. In particular, it was found early in the 2015–16 run that the original NSTX beam sources, with tangency radii inside the magnetic axis, would excite a similar
spectrum of instabilities to those commonly seen on NSTX [13, 14]. For the NSTX-U discharges discussed here, the nominal TF was 0.64 T (at $R_0 = 0.92$ m) which is higher than NSTX could achieve. As the new NBI line 2 sources became operational, it was quickly noted that use of these sources was anti-correlated with the presence of global Alfvén eigenmodes (GAE) [15]. Further, when any outboard NBI source was added to one or more inboard NBI sources it was observed that the addition of more beam power could completely suppress the counter-propagating GAE, as shown in figure 8. This observation is consistent with theory for GAE instability where the drive and damping of resonant fast ions was dependent on the Larmor radius and changes in the fast-ion distribution function [16].

The HYM code [14] has been used to model GAE stability, and figure 9 shows HYM simulations of the data shown in figure 8. Figure 9(a) shows the predicted most unstable modes are $n = 9–11$, consistent with the observed mode numbers shown in figure 8(a). The measured and modelled mode frequencies are also consistent as shown in figure 9(b). Finally, figure 9(c) shows that HYM indeed predicts mode growth when the outboard NBI power is absent and mode damping when the outboard NBI power is present—both consistent with experiment. In particular, HYM simulations using the TRANSP [17] fast-ion distribution functions which include one of the new beam sources suggest that stabilization may be due to a change in the slope of distribution function at high energy and $v_f/v$ combined with a net stabilizing effect from tangentially injected (i.e. smaller Larmor radius) fast ions with $k_i R_{Larmor} < 1.9$ [16, 18]. The capability to suppress the GAE with the substitution of sources at the same neutral beam power, or by adding more neutral beam power, will prove to be a useful tool for understanding the role of GAE instabilities in the transport of both energetic ions and thermal electrons [19].
Beyond substantially modifying the stability of GAE modes, the more tangential NBI sources of NSTX-U are also observed to substantially modify the stability of toroidal Alfven eigen-modes (TAEs) [12, 20, 21]. In particular, the most tangential second NBI source ($R_{\text{TAN}} = 130$ cm) is observed to generate counter-propagating TAEs. Figure 10(a) shows that the TAE frequency is initially positive/co-propagating near $t = 0.2$ s, but the frequency sweeps down and crosses through zero near $t = 0.25$ s and then becomes negative. The mode amplitude then becomes larger and the mode exhibits frequency chirping after $t = 0.3$ s. For this shot, only the $R_{\text{TAN}} = 130$ cm source is used from $t = 0.12$ to 0.7 s and the plasma current increases from 350 kA at $t = 0.12$ s to a flat-top value of 800 kA starting at $t = 0.385$ s. The sign of the TAE frequency has previously been predicted to depend on the sign of the local fast-ion beta gradient [22], and figure 10(b) shows that the sign of the fast-ion beta gradient predicted by TRANSP changes sign inside of $r/a \approx 0.3$ consistent with theory. Taken together, the sign change of the TAE frequency and TRANSP prediction of the hollow fast-ion beta profile represent an important validation of TAE theory and also provide the first empirical evidence that the second NBI of NSTX-U can provide off-axis beam deposition which could provide a useful tool for proposed current and rotation profile control [5, 6, 23–25].

For the results described in this paper, approximately 700 NSTX-U discharges used NBI heating, 290 used some combination of the first and second NBI during a pulse, and only nine shots used only second NBI sources during a pulse. After an intensive commissioning effort, the second NBI sources ultimately achieved maximum injected powers of 1.86/1.96/2.2 MW for $R_{\text{TAN}} = 110/120/130$ cm. Variations in sawtooth precursor frequency and low-$n$ tearing mode frequency were observed as the second NBI source tangency radius was varied providing qualitative evidence that the rotation and/or $q$ profile was being modified by the second NBI. However, reliable CHERS rotation and motional Stark emission pitch-angle data were not available for these scans. Systematic investigations of the impact of the first and second NBI sources on plasma performance will be carried out after a wider range of plasma scenarios has been developed and $q$-profile diagnostics become available.

3.2. Transport and turbulence

3.2.1. Confinement studies. During initial NSTX-U operation, parametric scans in L-mode plasmas were initiated. Confinement and transport analyses for both L- and H-modes produced in NSTX-U were carried out using the TRANSP
code. This initial analysis of the data relies on imperfect input for $Z_{\text{eff}}$ and neutral density at the boundary. An assumption for $Z_{\text{eff}}$ is necessary because of low signal in the CHERS diagnostic at low beam power, as well as lack of available background emission measurements when the second neutral beam was utilized. For the results presented here, a flat $Z_{\text{eff}} = 2$ profile was assumed. This value was chosen based on some available CHERS data, and there is some data from fast-ion D-alpha (FIDA) diagnostic and TRANSP modelling that suggest the value could be higher.

TRANSP analysis incorporated measured electron and ion kinetic profile data, magnetic equilibria as computed by kinetic EFIT, and functions of time such as plasma current, neutron production rate, toroidal magnetic field, etc. The fast ion contribution is modelled using the NUBEAM module in TRANSP. New in this calculation is the use of a feedback algorithm that adjusts the anomalous fast ion diffusivity during the calculation in order to bring the calculated and measured neutron rates into agreement. It was found, especially for lower density discharges and discharges with obvious MHD activity, that up to 50% of the fast ion density/power could be lost through shine-thru, orbits leaving the main plasma and intersecting material surfaces, or charge-exchange with thermal neutrals. Further validation of NUBEAM results against FIDA and solid-state neutral particle analyzer measurements is the subject of future work.

Figure 11(a) shows that H-mode plasmas have been produced in NSTX-U with thermal energy confinement times at the ITER ELMy H-mode scaling level or greater with $H_{\text{SLy}} \geq 2.4$ up to 1.1–1.15. For comparison, L-mode plasmas have $H_{\text{SLy}} \leq 0.7$ as shown in figure 11(a). The H-mode plasma electron thermal diffusivity was approximately a factor of two to three lower than in L-mode discharges. Figure 11(a) also shows that NSTX-U H-mode energy confinement is so far consistent with ‘ST confinement’ since $H_{\text{ST06}} \approx 1$ relative to the OSLR version of the NSTX confinement scaling $\tau_{\text{E,th}} \propto P_{\text{inj}} B_{T0}^{0.57} n_{\text{e,av}}^{0.44} P^{-0.73}$ [6, 26]. However, no controlled parametric scans have yet been conducted for H-mode plasmas. It is also noted that any $Z_{\text{eff}}$ uncertainty has relatively weak direct impact on the H-factor. In particular, while $Z_{\text{eff}}$ variations could impact the beam heating, such effects are offset by adjustments in the anomalous fast-ion diffusion and/or neutral density made to obtain agreement between the measured and predicted neutron rate in TRANSP analysis. Limited parameter variation studies of the dependence of the thermal energy confinement time were possible only with L-mode plasmas where initial controlled scans were conducted. The L-mode parametric scans consisted of changing plasma current at fixed heating power and line averaged density (see figure 11(b)), and changing heating power at fixed plasma current and line averaged density (see figure 11(c)). At nearly fixed heating power in the range from $P_{\text{heat}} = 2.4–3.1$ MW and line averaged densities from $4.75 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$ to $5.25 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$, a plasma current scan from 0.8 to 1.0 MA was performed. No strong current dependence emerged from this scan. There is a slightly positive dependence of thermal confinement time on current ($I_{\text{p}}^{0.38}$), which is weaker than is found in conventional aspect ratio L-mode studies, but which also has a high statistical uncertainty. The power dependence of the L-mode thermal confinement time was taken from a scan of discharges with $I_{\text{p}} = 0.8$ MA, $B_{T0} = 0.64$ T at $R_0 = 0.92$ m and line averaged densities within the range of $3.8–4.7 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$. The range of neutral beam plus OH power is approximately 1.1–3.9 MW. There is a clear clustering of discharges in the 2–2.5 MW range, and the fit through the points is highly leveraged by single minimum and maximum power points. With these caveats this small set of discharges shows a power degradation of $P^{-2/3}$ (see figure 11(c)) consistent with previous non-ST L-mode results [27].

The local transport in selected L-mode discharges has been assessed through local power balance calculations in TRANSP, and the results indicate that the electron thermal diffusivity is very high and anomalous, $\sim 7–20$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ in the outer half of the plasma, consistent with previous NSTX results and indicating that the electron channel dominates the energy loss [28]. Ion transport is lower with $\chi_i \sim 1–5$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$ in the outer portion of the plasma and is at or above the neoclassical level there. Preliminary predictive calculations find that the Rebut–Lallia–Watkins (RLW) model for micro-tearing-induced transport [29, 30] generates electron temperature profiles in agreement with measured profiles in at least one of the L-mode discharges as shown in figure 12. The RLW model was also shown to predict $T_e$ profiles in high collisionality NSTX H-mode discharges [31] consistent with gyrokinetic results showing the dominance of this low-$k$ mode.
For the NSTX-U L-mode, gyrokinetic simulations show that micro-tearing is present but is limited in space as the dominant mode. Linear gyrokinetic studies indicate that both ion-temperature-gradient (ITG) modes (at low $k_{\theta r} < 1$) and ETG modes (high $k_{\theta r} > 1$) are predicted to be the dominant micro-instabilities outside the mid-radius, $r/a = 0.5–0.8$. Micro-tearing is predicted to be dominant at low $k_{\theta r}$ inside $r/a = 0.5$. These linear results, however, do not reveal the strength of the subdominant instabilities, and it is conceivable that micro-tearing is unstable even where the ITG mode is dominant. Additional and more in depth gyrokinetic studies are needed to better assess the role of micro-tearing in these discharges.

3.2.2. Initial turbulence measurements and simulations. Turbulence studies were also initiated during 2015–16 operations using the beam emission spectroscopy (BES) system provided by the University of Wisconsin. The BES system [32] has been used to measure ion scale turbulence fluctuations in a number of NSTX-U L-mode plasmas. Figure 13 shows the power spectra of the normalized density fluctuations (assumed to be proportional to the BES intensity, $\delta n/n \sim \delta I/I$) in a 2.6 MW L-mode. The spectra are measured at five adjacent radial positions between ~135–147 cm (corresponding to normalized radii $r/a \sim 0.7–0.95$—see figure 14(a)) and illustrate broadband frequency fluctuations up to ~200 kHz. The low frequency ($<50$ kHz) portion of the spectrum may be affected by common-mode beam fluctuations. The strength, frequency-integrated over 2–200 kHz, is quite substantial increasing from ~1% at the inner channel to >4% at the outer channel, suggesting the presence of strong ion scale turbulence [33].

Bimodal turbulence has also been observed in the same L-modes using the 48 channel BES configuration as shown in figure 14(a). Figure 14(b) shows higher channel-to-channel coherence (above the statistically significant level) for frequencies between 0 and 50 kHz and also between 75 and 150 kHz. In the lower frequency range turbulence is measured to propagate in the electron diamagnetic direction as shown in figure 14(c), while in the higher frequency range turbulence is measured to propagate in the ion diamagnetic direction. At ion scales ($k_{\theta r} < 1$), linear GYRO code [34] simulations predict unstable spectra of both ITG and microtearing modes (MTM). ITG modes are predicted to be unstable for $R > 135$ cm and propagating in the ion direction. This propagation direction is consistent with BES ion modes with the caveat that Doppler shift effects need to be considered, although this shift is also in the ion direction. MTM are predicted to be unstable for $R > 135$ cm and propagating in the electron direction. It is somewhat surprising to find MTM unstable in these L-mode plasmas, however the beta is sufficiently high (4.1%), and larger collisionality also enhances MTM destabilization.

Figure 15(a) shows that there is a strong variation in turbulence, predicted mode stability, and $E \times B$ shearing rate over a relatively narrow width ~30$\rho_s$ where $\rho_s = \rho_i/a \sim 1/120$ and $\rho_i/L_T \sim 1/35$. This motivates the need for future global simulations of ion-scale turbulence including electromagnetic effects to treat the MTM. It is also noteworthy that there are strong local $E \times B$ shearing rates $\gamma_E > \gamma_{ITG}$ and $\gamma_{MTM}$ at $R = 135$ cm, but at larger major radii where $\gamma_{ITG} > \gamma_E$ the BES amplitudes
are increasing, as shown in figure 15(b). Thus, both the GYRO simulations and turbulence measurements are qualitatively consistent with increased ITG turbulence at larger major and minor radius. Future work will focus on comparing predicted and measured ion and electron thermal energy transport and in the H-mode.

3.2.3. H-mode transition studies. Initial measurements of the turbulence across the L–H mode transition in NSTX-U plasmas have also been conducted using the upgraded 2D BES system. Figure 16 compares the density fluctuation spectra before and after an L–H transition at two locations. Broadband turbulence is observed up to 150 kHz in the pedestal region and up to 100 kHz several centimeters inside the pedestal. Across the L–H transition, fluctuation levels drop by a factor of six in the pedestal region and a factor of three inward of the pedestal top. These results pave the way for future studies of the turbulence across L–H transitions.

Theoretical work to understand the dynamics of the L–H transition [35] and the turbulence changes at the transition has recently been published [36]. The work addresses a popular model for the L–H transition, in which the energy...
in turbulent fluctuations is directly depleted via Reynolds-stress-induced energy transfer to the zonal flows. Previous experimental attempts to validate this model used energy balance between zonal flows and non-zonal (turbulent) $E \times B$ velocities. However, the new work demonstrates that parallel electron force balance couples the non-zonal velocities with the free energy carried by the electron density fluctuations, replenishing the turbulent $E \times B$ energy until the sum of the two turbulent free energies is exhausted. Since that sum is typically two orders of magnitude larger than the energy in turbulent $E \times B$ flows alone, the Reynolds-stress induced energy-transfer mechanism is likely to be much too weak to explain the rapid turbulence suppression at the L–H transition.

3.3. Macroscopic stability

3.3.1. Error fields. EFs in a machine like NSTX-U can be generated by a number of mechanical imperfections, for instance tilts of the poloidal field (PF) or TF coils or non-circularity in the PF coils. EFs were observed in NSTX, where the dominant effect was a time-dependent tilt of the TF coil as it interacted with stray fields produced by the OH leads [8]. For NSTX-U, this EF source was eliminated by design using co-axial leads [5]. Coil-only vacuum shots have demonstrated that this coaxial OH lead assembly successfully eliminates the time-dependent $n = 1$ EF due to the OH/TF interaction. However, in spite of the elimination of the OH/TF time-dependent EF, additional EF studies proved to be important in improving the performance of the machine. In order to better resolve the best feed-forward EF correction (EFC), $n = 1$ fields were ramped linearly in time during the plasma current flat-top and with different toroidal phases (i.e. in a ‘compass scan’) to determine the optimum EF correction for locked mode avoidance over a sequence of shots. Very low-frequency and locked modes are detected using a low-field-side toroidal array of radial and PF sensors [8, 37, 38].

The waveforms from one such compass scan are shown in figure 17, where the plasma current in figure 17(a) shows that different shots disrupt at different times. These are 700 kA diverted L-mode plasmas formed with a 20 kA ohmic pre-charge, with a density of $1.3 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$, and heated by 1 MW of neutral beam power. Figure 17(b) shows the resistive wall mode (RWM)/EF coil current. At 0.7 s, however, the RWM coil currents diverge, with ramping amplitudes of various phases, as shown in figure 17(c). The fact that the different phases disrupt at different applied field amplitudes confirms that a nonzero EF must be corrected in these L-mode discharges in order to provide optimum locked mode avoidance. An EF compass scan was completed for three different scenarios: (i) the case shown in figure 17, (ii) a similar case at twice the plasma density, and (iii) a comparable high density case with an 8 kA (rather than 20 kA) OH pre-charge. The second scan, which was conducted to assess the density scaling of the locking threshold in this 1 MW beam-heated L-mode scenario, found that the locking threshold was largely unaffected by the higher density; this implies that the rotation driven by the beam is the dominant effect rather than the diamagnetic rotation that is thought to dominate in ohmic plasmas. The third and final scan, which was conducted to assess if the EF measured in the compass scans is due to the OH coil, found no change in the required EF correction. The fact that the required correction did not change with a large change in the OH pre-charge implies that the OH is not the
source of the EF measured by the compass scans. The optimized EF correction determined from these compass scans enabled the highest performance H-mode plasmas from the first NSTX-U run campaign—for example shots 204112 and 204118 shown in figures 4 and 5. Recent coil metrology activities indicate PF5 vertical field coil non-circularity and TF central rod tilt (~0.06°) are likely the dominant sources of static $n = 1$ EF and result in an $n = 1$ EF magnitude of 4–6 Gauss major-radial field at the outboard plasma edge for plasma currents in the range of 1 MA.

Figure 18. DECAF identification of rotating and locked odd-$n$ MHD modes showing mode (a) amplitude, (b) toroidal frequency, and (c) status.
3.3.2. Disruption forecasting. The state machine described in section 2 has already proven to be very effective at identifying major losses of plasma confinement and/or control and ramping down the plasma. Disruption prevention and avoidance is also an important operational goal for future devices, and the disruption event characterization and forecasting (DECAF) code [39] was written at NSTX-U in order to facilitate a comprehensive framework for disruption prevention through forecasting and avoidance, or prediction and mitigation of the detrimental consequences. The ultimate goal of such an approach is to provide forecasts, which integrate with a disruption avoidance system and are utilized in real-time during a device’s operation. Previously reported DECAF work focused on the first step: quantitative statistical characterization of the chains of events which most often lead to disruption of plasmas. Progress on the development of DECAF was made in three areas during the last two years: (1) identification of rotating MHD modes, (2) characterization of a set of RWM disruptions, and (3) the development of a reduced kinetic model for RWM stability [39].

An essential step for DECAF analysis of tokamak data is identification of rotating MHD activity, such as neoclassical tearing modes. The initial goals were for the code to identify existence of rotating MHD modes and to track characteristics that lead to disruption, such as rotation bifurcation and mode locking. The approach taken was to apply a fast Fourier transform analysis to determine the mode frequency and bandwidth evolution.

Figure 18(a) shows the odd-\(n\) magnetic signals for NSTX-U discharge 204202. Figure 18(b) shows the mode frequencies determined by DECAF and figure 18(c) shows the mode status. As indicated by the red vertical arrows in figures 18(a) and (b), this shot exhibits a transient locking event near \(t = 0.706\) s and a longer-lived locking event after \(t = 0.74\) s. For the later locking case the mode status is more consistently declared locked by DECAF as shown in figure 18(c). Such real-time analysis could potentially provide much earlier warning of potential mode locking and disruption onset than is currently achievable with the low-frequency RWM/EF sensors already included in the PCS state-machine. Activities are already underway to implement a real-time rotating MHD identification algorithm for NSTX-U, and DECAF-based algorithms will ultimately be linked to the plasma shutdown handling mechanisms described in section 2.

3.4. Boundary science

3.4.1. Advanced divertor simulations. Understanding of power exhaust and divertor geometry is required for supporting operational regimes in NSTX-U with acceptable heat flux on divertor targets at full plasma current and heating power. Such understanding is also important for next-step devices including FNSFs and pilot plants. While insufficient run-time was available in the initial NSTX-U run campaign to perform advanced divertor experiments, a range of simulation tools have recently been utilized to assess advanced divertor configurations for NSTX/NSTX-U [40–42] including the effects of 3D fields (e.g. for EF correction and/or resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) ELM suppression) on plasma equilibrium response, divertor field-line topology, and plasma transport in the pedestal and scrape-off layer. The simulation tools used include UEDGE which simulates edge plasmas with neutrals and impurities, the two-fluid resistive MHD code M3D-C3 to estimate plasma responses to 3D perturbations, and the code EMC3-EIRENE for calculating particle, momentum, and energy transport simulations and the effect of RMPs on transport in the null-point of the snowflake divertor and related configurations.

As an example, a set of advanced divertor configurations in NSTX-U have been explored with EMC3-EIRENE and compared to a standard divertor (SD) configuration. A generalization to the classical snowflake results in a set of significantly different divertor geometries. The implementation of the magnetic configuration is very flexible in EMC3-EIRENE and makes this a useful tool for benchmarking and comparing different advanced divertor configurations. Simulation results for the edge plasma density are shown in figure 19 for (a) a SD configuration, (b) near exact snowflake divertor (neSF+), and (c) an X-divertor like configuration (XD) generated by an asymmetric snowflake minus (aSF−). All simulations are based on the same input parameters for fuelling rate, heating power and anomalous cross-field diffusion. The simulated peak heat flux (see figure 19(g)) is correlated to the flux expansion on the target: the neSF+ configuration has a reduced flux expansion with respect to the SD configurations, which results in heat flux peaking by a factor of 3. The aSF−/XD configuration, on the other hand, has an increased flux expansion that allows a mitigation of peak heat load by 40%–45%. These results are qualitatively consistent with previous studies of the flux convergence and divergence for the neSF+ and aSF−/XD configurations, respectively [43, 44]. It is also noted that the divertor configuration previously projected to be used for high heat flux mitigation in NSTX-U is the aSF−/XD [5]. Magnetic perturbations result in the splitting of the separatrix into two distinct branches of helical lobes that guide field lines from the bulk plasma to the divertor targets (see figures 19(d)–(f)). Another important result from these studies of non-axisymmetric fields in advanced divertors is that strong localized flux expansion is predicted to mitigate the non-axisymmetric peaking of divertor heat loads [45]. This reduction in non-axisymmetric peaking is evident in the similar heat flux profiles (within 20 cm of the separatrix) of the axisymmetric reference and reference + RMP cases for the aSF−/XD shown in light blue in figure 19(g).

3.4.2. Boronization assessment using materials analysis and particle probe. The materials analysis and particle probe (MAPP) [46] was utilized for the first time on NSTX-U to obtain in situ and between plasma shot x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of the chemical evolution of the plasma facing surface. MAPP is the first in vacuo surface analysis diagnostic directly integrated into a tokamak and can perform chemical surface analysis of plasma facing samples exposed in the vessel without sample retrieval from the tokamak vacuum. On NSTX-U the MAPP probe head is inserted into a gap at the outer perimeter of the lower divertor with the samples flush with the divertor tiles when exposed to plasma [47]. During the first run campaign, MAPP carried two
ATJ graphite samples, one titanium-zirconium-molybdenum (TZM) alloy sample, and one Au sample—the latter used for energy calibration. One of the ATJ samples remained on the MAPP probe head through the entire campaign to retain the overall net surface chemistry history and enable comparisons for post-run studies. The remaining samples were replaced several times during the campaign for offline laboratory studies and evaluation of reproducibility of sample exposures throughout the run. The MAPP operational sequence is shown graphically in figure 20.

An important application of MAPP for the first run campaign of NSTX-U was to characterize the boron deposition from a new deuterated tri-methyl boron (dTMB) boronization system [48]. When new samples were installed, baseline pre-plasma exposure XPS data were collected, and the samples were then exposed to boronization in NSTX-U followed by
additional XPS measurements with MAPP. The samples were then inserted for one day plasma exposures. A set of XPS data was collected at the end of each day of plasma operations. This methodology of data collection improved the time resolution by two orders of magnitude compared with earlier plasma facing component (PFC) characterization methodologies which consisted of post mortem analysis of witness samples retrieved after months of an experimental campaign. Figure 21 shows a summary example of the evolution of the surfaces of one of the ATJ samples from its baseline measurement through several days of plasma exposure. The untreated ATJ sample, labeled ‘ATJ’ in figure 21, shows a dominant C1s peak where the C–C interactions are the predominant state. The sample at this point was almost 90% carbon, the remaining percentage being oxygen. After boronization (‘b-ATJ’ in figure 21), the oxygen concentration dropped below 5%, as did the carbon, decreasing to 57%. The boron concentration was over 30% for all the boronizations. With exposure to the plasma, the oxygen concentration increased as the days progressed as shown by figure 21 panel O1s. This oxidation can also be seen in figure 21 panel B1s, where the B–O component increased in area while the B–B and B–C components decreased. Additionally, the B–C interaction in the C1s panel decreased, which could be evidence of sputtering and material migration. In the final day before a new boronization, i.e. corresponding to the traces labeled ‘(c)’ in figure 21, the oxygen total peak is the largest, while almost all the area of the B1s envelope belongs to the B–O bonds. That day, the oxygen concentration was close to 20%, while the boron dropped to 21% and the carbon was 59%. A similar behavior was observed for all of the boronizations in which a full dTMB bottle was used.

After initial improvement in wall conditions, higher power discharges started challenging PFCs and the frequency of full bottle boronizations was increased to support H-mode discharge development. ‘Mini-boronizations’ (1/4–1/5th of a dTMB bottle every night) were also attempted to assess the possibility of achieving more constant daily wall conditions. The surface chemistry was tracked over several run weeks and months by MAPP. XPS measurements showed that the surface oxygen concentration measured the day after a full boronization was 4%–9% and rose up to 26% after 142 s of cumulative plasma exposure. During a 2 week maintenance break, the surface O concentration rose from 4% after boronization #6, to 11% following venting the vessel to argon and several He-GDC tile conditioning procedures.

As shown in figure 22, the effect of the changing surface conditions on plasma impurities was monitored by filterscopes that viewed the lower divertor and observed O II 441 nm, D–γ and D–α emission lines. The O II emission normalized to D–γ was typically lower by a factor of 5 after boronization but subsequently rose back to its original value. Similar behavior was observed in the surface oxygen concentration as measured by MAPP XPS O 1 s line. The fast and slow O II emission rise after mini (1.5 g-TMB) and full bottle (9 g-TMB) boronizations were correlated with the fast and slow respectively rise in plasma facing surface atomic oxygen concentration as measured by MAPP XPS (see figure 21). While this behavior is not unexpected, the result is of interest as it is one of the first direct correlations of plasma parameters with measurements of the plasma facing surface composition. Mini-boronizations resulted in oxygen levels dropping to the same level as after
full boronizations but exhibited a more rapid increase back to high oxygen levels. Operationally, mini-boronizations helped maintain oxygen levels in a range that made plasmas more reproducible from day to day, but the highest-performance H-modes were obtained after full boronization.

3.5. Solenoid-free plasma start-up

3.5.1. Coaxial helicity injection simulations. Future fusion applications of the ST such as an FNSF [4, 49, 50] may require plasma initiation and sustainment without a central solenoid. Coaxial helicity injection (CHI) is a leading candidate method of non-solenoidal plasma start-up. Device commissioning and scenario development were highest priority during the first run campaign of NSTX-U and CHI experiments were not performed during initial operation. However, extensive CHI modelling for NSTX-U has been performed, and recent NIM-ROD simulations have obtained very high levels of closed flux for CHI initiation in NSTX-U geometry [51] due to improved PF coil placement, higher PF current, and improved ability to generate narrow flux footprints in the lower divertor.

An example of a simulation which obtained large flux closure is shown in figure 23. In this simulation, currents are driven in the injector flux shaping coils to bring the injector flux footprints close together. Figure 23(a) shows the main components in NSTX-U required for plasma start-up using CHI. The initial PF, the injector-flux (shown by the blue ellipse), connecting the inner and outer divertor plates in the injector region is produced using the lower divertor coils (shown with numbers 1, 2). The primary injector coil (PF1CL) and the flux shaping coils (PF2L and PF1AL) used in the simulations are shown with numbers 2, 3 and 5, respectively. To obtain a narrow injector flux footprint, the currents in the flux shaping coils are in the opposite direction of current in the primary injector flux coil (which has current in the same direction as $I_P$). As the injector flux footprint (see figure 23(b)) is made narrower, force balance requires a larger injector current since the field line tension increases. This is evident in figure 23(c) where a relatively high injector current of 34 kA is needed for a narrow flux footprint versus 16 kA injector current needed for a wide-footprint (not shown). This narrow footprint scenario generates ~240 kA of closed-flux current and using the full kA-turn capability of the injector coil is projected to generate ~400 kA of closed flux current. These simulations also show that the closed flux generation following injector voltage and current reduction can occur both during plasmoid-mediated reconnection [52, 53] or a simpler Sweet–Parker type reconnection [51]. This plasmoid-mediated reconnection accelerates the reconnection process which increases the closed-flux current fraction and increases the likelihood that sufficient plasma start-up current can be generated to be coupled to auxiliary heating and current-drive for plasma current ramp-up [54].

4. Summary

The NSTX facility has undergone a major upgrade and the new NSTX Upgrade (NSTX-U) was completed in the summer of 2015. First plasma was subsequently achieved, diagnostic and control systems commissioned, the H-mode accessed, magnetic EFs identified and mitigated, and the first physics research campaign carried out. NSTX-U surpassed NSTX-record pulse-durations and toroidal fields, and high-performance ~1 MA H-mode plasmas comparable to the best of NSTX have been sustained near and slightly above the $n = 1$ no-wall stability limit and with $H_{98,2} \geq 1$. Transport and turbulence studies in L-mode and H-mode plasmas were initiated and several types of micro-instabilities were identified with both the BES diagnostic and in GYRO simulations. The new second more tangential NBI was observed to significantly
modify the stability of two types of Alfven eigenmodes and the first empirical evidence that the second NBI can provide off-axis deposition was obtained. Substantial progress was made in offline disruption forecasting via improved identification of rotating MHD modes, characterization of RWM disruptions, and in the development of a reduced kinetic model for RWM stability. Lastly, the MAPP was utilized on NSTX-U for the first time enabling detailed assessments of the correlation between boronized wall conditions and plasma performance in NSTX-U.
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